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Psychopathy is the key construct in thePsychopathy is the key construct in the

Dangerous and Severe Personality DisorderDangerous and Severe Personality Disorder

(DSPD) Programme, yet considerable de-(DSPD) Programme, yet considerable de-

bate surrounds the core features of thisbate surrounds the core features of this

construct (e.g., Cooke,construct (e.g., Cooke, et alet al, 2004; Skeem, 2004; Skeem

et alet al, 2003; Hare & Neumann, 2005)., 2003; Hare & Neumann, 2005).

Within DSPD assessment, a measure ofWithin DSPD assessment, a measure of

psychopathy, the Psychopathy Checklist –psychopathy, the Psychopathy Checklist –

Revised (PCL–R;Revised (PCL–R;11 Hare, 2003), is centralHare, 2003), is central

for selection. A fundamental criticism offor selection. A fundamental criticism of

the PCL–R as a measure of psychopathy isthe PCL–R as a measure of psychopathy is

that it confounds two distinct constructs –that it confounds two distinct constructs –

personality disorder and criminal behav-personality disorder and criminal behav-

iour (Lilienfeld, 1994). Failure to disaggre-iour (Lilienfeld, 1994). Failure to disaggre-

gate the measurement of these twogate the measurement of these two

constructs renders it impossible to argueconstructs renders it impossible to argue

persuasively that psychopathic personalitypersuasively that psychopathic personality

disorderdisorder producesproduces criminal behaviourcriminal behaviour

(Blackburn, 1988; Cooke(Blackburn, 1988; Cooke et alet al, 2004). The, 2004). The

demonstration of such a link is necessarydemonstration of such a link is necessary

to detain an individual under Article 5 ofto detain an individual under Article 5 of

the European Convention on Humanthe European Convention on Human

Rights. Definitions of psychopathy that en-Rights. Definitions of psychopathy that en-

tail criminal behaviour have long been re-tail criminal behaviour have long been re-

cognised as essentially tautological (Ellard,cognised as essentially tautological (Ellard,

1988). In this paper we argue that measures1988). In this paper we argue that measures

and constructs of psychopathy are confusedand constructs of psychopathy are confused

and that the introduction of inappropriateand that the introduction of inappropriate

statistical methods has led to criminalstatistical methods has led to criminal

behaviour being placed at the centre ofbehaviour being placed at the centre of

the definition of the disorder. The tautologythe definition of the disorder. The tautology

is thereby perpetuated.is thereby perpetuated.

MEASURESMEASURES
AND CONSTRUCTSAND CONSTRUCTS

There are significant dangers when mea-There are significant dangers when mea-

sures and constructs are confused; this issures and constructs are confused; this is

particularly the case under operationalism,particularly the case under operationalism,

where the measure is conflated with thewhere the measure is conflated with the

construct (Campbell, 1960). Scores on theconstruct (Campbell, 1960). Scores on the

PCL–R are now being confused with thePCL–R are now being confused with the

construct of psychopathy (see Skeem &construct of psychopathy (see Skeem &

Cooke, 2007). This forecloses on the poss-Cooke, 2007). This forecloses on the poss-

ibility of examining the mapping of theibility of examining the mapping of the

theoretical construct (psychopathy) ontotheoretical construct (psychopathy) onto

the empirical observation (PCL–R scores).the empirical observation (PCL–R scores).

Factor analysis is a tool that can informFactor analysis is a tool that can inform

our understanding, given its explicit rec-our understanding, given its explicit rec-

ognition that all measures are fallibleognition that all measures are fallible

indicators of constructs; manifest variablesindicators of constructs; manifest variables

(measures) are the product both of latent(measures) are the product both of latent

variables (constructs) and error. Hence,variables (constructs) and error. Hence,

factor analytical approaches assume thatfactor analytical approaches assume that

latent variableslatent variables produceproduce the thoughts, feel-the thoughts, feel-

ings and modes of behaviour that areings and modes of behaviour that are

measured or recorded by item scores plusmeasured or recorded by item scores plus

error (Edwards & Bagozzi, 2000). Factorerror (Edwards & Bagozzi, 2000). Factor

analysis can partition the variance asso-analysis can partition the variance asso-

ciated with each item into two parts:ciated with each item into two parts:

common variance,common variance, or variance associatedor variance associated

with latent variables, andwith latent variables, and unique varianceunique variance,,

or variance specific to that item andor variance specific to that item and

random error. Factor analysis thus expli-random error. Factor analysis thus expli-

cates the multivariate relationships amongcates the multivariate relationships among

the latent variables (constructs) that to-the latent variables (constructs) that to-

gether influence the item ratings (empiricalgether influence the item ratings (empirical

observations).observations).

The structure of the PCL–R and itsThe structure of the PCL–R and its

antecedents has been the subject of someantecedents has been the subject of some

debate. The original PCL–R manual (Hare,debate. The original PCL–R manual (Hare,

1991) lacked clarity about the structure of1991) lacked clarity about the structure of

the test (Cooke & Michie, 2001). For athe test (Cooke & Michie, 2001). For a

number of years a two-factor model domi-number of years a two-factor model domi-

nated the literature (Harpurnated the literature (Harpur et alet al, 1988)., 1988).

Unfortunately, the support for this modelUnfortunately, the support for this model

was over-reliant on congruence coefficients;was over-reliant on congruence coefficients;

these provide inadequate tests of the simi-these provide inadequate tests of the simi-

larity of factor solutions across samples.larity of factor solutions across samples.

Cooke & Michie (2001), using itemCooke & Michie (2001), using item

response theory, confirmatory factor analy-response theory, confirmatory factor analy-

sis and cluster analytical methods, arguedsis and cluster analytical methods, argued

that 13 of the 20 PCL–R items are concep-that 13 of the 20 PCL–R items are concep-

tually distinct and psychometrically non-tually distinct and psychometrically non-

redundant indicators of psychopathy. Sinceredundant indicators of psychopathy. Since

they were found to be relatively poorthey were found to be relatively poor

indicators of psychopathy, items thatindicators of psychopathy, items that

tapped antisocial behaviour largely weretapped antisocial behaviour largely were

excluded. Cooke & Michie (2001) devel-excluded. Cooke & Michie (2001) devel-

oped a well-fittingoped a well-fitting hierarchicalhierarchical structurestructure

in which the superordinate trait, psychopa-in which the superordinate trait, psychopa-

thy, overarched three highly correlatedthy, overarched three highly correlated

symptom factors: arrogant and deceitful in-symptom factors: arrogant and deceitful in-

terpersonal style, deficient affective experi-terpersonal style, deficient affective experi-

ence and impulsive and irresponsibleence and impulsive and irresponsible

behavioural style (see Fig. 1). The firstbehavioural style (see Fig. 1). The first

factor was specified byfactor was specified by glibness/superficialglibness/superficial

charmcharm,, grandiose sense of self-worth,grandiose sense of self-worth,

pathological lyingpathological lying, and, and conning/manipula-conning/manipula-

tivetive, the second factor by, the second factor by lack of remorselack of remorse

or guiltor guilt,, shallow affectshallow affect,, callous/lack of em-callous/lack of em-

pathypathy andand failure to accept responsibilityfailure to accept responsibility

for own actionsfor own actions, and the third factor by, and the third factor by

need for stimulation/proneness to boredomneed for stimulation/proneness to boredom,,

irresponsibilityirresponsibility,, impulsivityimpulsivity,, parasitic life-parasitic life-

stylestyle andand lack of realistic, long-term goalslack of realistic, long-term goals..

This model, despite being described byThis model, despite being described by

some as ‘controversial’ (Salekinsome as ‘controversial’ (Salekin et alet al,,

2006), is conceptually coherent (Skeem &2006), is conceptually coherent (Skeem &

Cooke, 2007) and consistent with clinicalCooke, 2007) and consistent with clinical

tradition (Cooke & Michie, 2001). More-tradition (Cooke & Michie, 2001). More-

over, it has been replicated in a number ofover, it has been replicated in a number of

independent samples and by independentindependent samples and by independent

researchers using both the PCL (Jacksonresearchers using both the PCL (Jackson

et alet al, 2002; Skeem, 2002; Skeem et alet al, 2003) and other, 2003) and other

measures of psychopathic traits (Andershedmeasures of psychopathic traits (Andershed

et alet al, 2002). The three-factor model also, 2002). The three-factor model also

has been shown to relate to externalhas been shown to relate to external
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correlates in a theoretically coherent man-correlates in a theoretically coherent man-

ner (Hallner (Hall et alet al, 2004)., 2004).

There can be little doubt that the three-There can be little doubt that the three-

factorfactor model has stimulated a number ofmodel has stimulated a number of

researchers to reconsider the structure ofresearchers to reconsider the structure of

the PCL–Rthe PCL–R measuremeasure and its implicationsand its implications

for our understanding of thefor our understanding of the constructconstruct ofof

psychopathic personality disorder. Thispsychopathic personality disorder. This

must be regarded as positive: the definitionmust be regarded as positive: the definition

and validity of constructs must be revisitedand validity of constructs must be revisited

as knowledge advances (Smithas knowledge advances (Smith et alet al, 2003)., 2003).

CRIMINAL BEHAVIOURCRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR
INTHEDIAGNOSISINTHEDIAGNOSIS
OF PSYCHOPATHICOF PSYCHOPATHIC
PERSONALITYDISORDERPERSONALITYDISORDER

Hare (2003) and his colleagues (Hare &Hare (2003) and his colleagues (Hare &

Neumann, 2005; NeumannNeumann, 2005; Neumann et alet al, 2007), 2007)

have argued against the three-have argued against the three-factor mod-factor mod-

el and proposed a number of four-factorel and proposed a number of four-factor

models. Essentially, within these modelsmodels. Essentially, within these models

the three factors of Cooke & Michiethe three factors of Cooke & Michie

(2001) are supplemented with a fourth ‘fac-(2001) are supplemented with a fourth ‘fac-

tor’ comprising five items related to crim-tor’ comprising five items related to crim-

inal behaviour, i.e.inal behaviour, i.e. poor behaviouralpoor behavioural

controls, early behavior problems, juvenilecontrols, early behavior problems, juvenile

delinquency, revocation of conditionaldelinquency, revocation of conditional

releaserelease andand criminal versatilitycriminal versatility. Previously,. Previously,

Hare and his colleagues had argued thatHare and his colleagues had argued that

psychopathy and criminality are distinctpsychopathy and criminality are distinct

but related constructsbut related constructs (Hart(Hart et alet al, 1995;, 1995;

emphasis in original) and that psychopathyemphasis in original) and that psychopathy

should not be confused with antisocialshould not be confused with antisocial

and criminal behaviour (Hare, 1999).and criminal behaviour (Hare, 1999).

More recently, Hare & NeumannMore recently, Hare & Neumann

(2005) have argued that PCL–R items that(2005) have argued that PCL–R items that

capture antisocial tendencies, includingcapture antisocial tendencies, including

criminality, are indicators of importantcriminality, are indicators of important

psychopathic traits, asserting that the ‘realpsychopathic traits, asserting that the ‘real

core of psychopathy has yet to be uncov-core of psychopathy has yet to be uncov-

ered’ (p. 62). They observe that the exclusionered’ (p. 62). They observe that the exclusion

of antisocial behaviour in the three-factorof antisocial behaviour in the three-factor

model decreases the utility of the PCL–Rmodel decreases the utility of the PCL–R

for predicting violence and aggression (seefor predicting violence and aggression (see

SkeemSkeem et alet al, 2003). Furthermore, they as-, 2003). Furthermore, they as-

sert that ‘current findings suggest that thesert that ‘current findings suggest that the

four-factor model has incremental validityfour-factor model has incremental validity

over the three-factor in predicting import-over the three-factor in predicting import-

ant external correlates of psychopathy’ant external correlates of psychopathy’

(Neumann(Neumann et alet al, 2007: p. 22). This logic, 2007: p. 22). This logic

is confused. Adding variables, for example,is confused. Adding variables, for example,

gender, age or a history of substance mis-gender, age or a history of substance mis-

use, would also improve prediction. How-use, would also improve prediction. How-

ever, such an improvement would notever, such an improvement would not

imply that these characteristics are core toimply that these characteristics are core to

psychopathic personality disorder. A mea-psychopathic personality disorder. A mea-

sure’s validity in representing the constructsure’s validity in representing the construct

of psychopathy should not be confusedof psychopathy should not be confused

with its utility in predicting deviant behav-with its utility in predicting deviant behav-

iour (Skeemiour (Skeem et alet al, 2003)., 2003).

We have argued elsewhere that thereWe have argued elsewhere that there

are good reasons to reject the contentionare good reasons to reject the contention

that criminal behaviour should play a cen-that criminal behaviour should play a cen-

tral role in diagnosing psychopathy; in-tral role in diagnosing psychopathy; in-

stead, such behaviour is best viewed as astead, such behaviour is best viewed as a

secondary feature, or sequela, of the dis-secondary feature, or sequela, of the dis-

order (Cookeorder (Cooke et alet al, 2004, 2006). In a com-, 2004, 2006). In a com-

panion paper (Skeem & Cooke, 2007), wepanion paper (Skeem & Cooke, 2007), we

present conceptual (logical, theoretical)present conceptual (logical, theoretical)

directions for resolving the debate aboutdirections for resolving the debate about

whether antisocial behaviour is an essentialwhether antisocial behaviour is an essential

component or ‘downstream correlate’ ofcomponent or ‘downstream correlate’ of

psychopathy. In the current paper, we focuspsychopathy. In the current paper, we focus

on empirical (analytical) directions, demon-on empirical (analytical) directions, demon-

strating how the application of appropriatestrating how the application of appropriate

statistical methods is necessary to helpstatistical methods is necessary to help

advance understanding of psychopathy.advance understanding of psychopathy.

To inform the debate, we consider theTo inform the debate, we consider the

appropriateness of various analytical strate-appropriateness of various analytical strate-

gies and demonstrate their impact on thegies and demonstrate their impact on the

model selected to describe the PCL–R. Inmodel selected to describe the PCL–R. In

the interests of transparency, we appendthe interests of transparency, we append

as data supplements to the online versionas data supplements to the online version

of this paper the code for all models testedof this paper the code for all models tested

(data supplement 1) together with the cor-(data supplement 1) together with the cor-

relation matrix for the dataset we usedrelation matrix for the dataset we used

(data supplement 2). This will allow other(data supplement 2). This will allow other

researchers to replicate – or reject – ourresearchers to replicate – or reject – our

conclusions. Our goal is to address threeconclusions. Our goal is to address three

of the difficulties that confront the field inof the difficulties that confront the field in

this debate about the structure of psychopa-this debate about the structure of psychopa-

thy. First, never are the competing modelsthy. First, never are the competing models

compared directly using the same datasetcompared directly using the same dataset

and the same approach to modelling. Sec-and the same approach to modelling. Sec-

ond, the verbal descriptions of the modelsond, the verbal descriptions of the models

considered are often imprecise and thus itconsidered are often imprecise and thus it

is hard for independent researchers tois hard for independent researchers to

parameterise these models accurately.parameterise these models accurately.

Third, contentious analytical approachesThird, contentious analytical approaches

such as parcelling are adopted. We beginsuch as parcelling are adopted. We begin

by describing the competing models, thenby describing the competing models, then

consider key issues of method and concludeconsider key issues of method and conclude

s 4 0s 4 0
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Fig. 1Fig. 1 Structure of the Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.Hierarchical three-factor model with testlets. PCL,Structure of the Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.Hierarchical three-factor model with testlets. PCL,

Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.
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by presenting analyses to illustrate theseby presenting analyses to illustrate these

issues of method.issues of method.

THE COMPETINGPCL^RTHE COMPETINGPCL^R
MODELSMODELS22

The two-factor modelThe two-factor model

The two-factor model proposed by HarpurThe two-factor model proposed by Harpur

et alet al (1988) suggests that the interpersonal(1988) suggests that the interpersonal

and affective items of the PCL–R coalesceand affective items of the PCL–R coalesce

to form a factor described as ‘the selfishto form a factor described as ‘the selfish

and remorseless use of others’ (Hare,and remorseless use of others’ (Hare,

1991, p. 76) and the items relating to1991, p. 76) and the items relating to

behavioural instability, lack of planfulnessbehavioural instability, lack of planfulness

and criminal behaviour coalesce to form aand criminal behaviour coalesce to form a

factor described as ‘the chronically unstablefactor described as ‘the chronically unstable

and antisocial lifestyle; social deviance’and antisocial lifestyle; social deviance’

(Hare, 1991: p. 76). The use of modern(Hare, 1991: p. 76). The use of modern

techniques of confirmatory factor analysistechniques of confirmatory factor analysis

has demonstrated that this model is unten-has demonstrated that this model is unten-

able (Cooke & Michie, 2001; Cookeable (Cooke & Michie, 2001; Cooke et alet al,,

20052005aa,, bb). Hare (2003) amended the two). Hare (2003) amended the two

factors by adding an extra item, criminalfactors by adding an extra item, criminal

versatility to the second factor (in the origi-versatility to the second factor (in the origi-

nal two-factor model, this was one of threenal two-factor model, this was one of three

items included in PCL–R total scores, butitems included in PCL–R total scores, but

omitted from factor scores). Below we referomitted from factor scores). Below we refer

to the original and amended 2-factorto the original and amended 2-factor

models.models.

The three-factor modelThe three-factor model

The three-factor model is illustrated inThe three-factor model is illustrated in

Fig. 1. There are perhaps four points of em-Fig. 1. There are perhaps four points of em-

phasis regarding this three-factor model.phasis regarding this three-factor model.

First, the structure is hierarchical, with aFirst, the structure is hierarchical, with a

superordinate construct ‘psychopathy’ thatsuperordinate construct ‘psychopathy’ that

is sufficiently unidimensional to be re-is sufficiently unidimensional to be re-

garded as a coherent psychopathologicalgarded as a coherent psychopathological

construct or syndrome (Cooke & Michie,construct or syndrome (Cooke & Michie,

2001; Cooke2001; Cooke et alet al, 2005, 2005aa,, bb). This hierarch-). This hierarch-

ical structure reflects a common model ofical structure reflects a common model of

personality and personality disorder inpersonality and personality disorder in

which traits of different levels of generality,which traits of different levels of generality,

from general to more specific, are struc-from general to more specific, are struc-

tured in a hierarchical manner (McCrae &tured in a hierarchical manner (McCrae &

Costa, 1995). Second, the three factorsCosta, 1995). Second, the three factors

can be regarded as having reliable generalcan be regarded as having reliable general

variance as a consequence of the influencevariance as a consequence of the influence

of the broad psychopathy construct sharedof the broad psychopathy construct shared

with the other factors. In addition, how-with the other factors. In addition, how-

ever, there is reliable specific varianceever, there is reliable specific variance

unique to each particular factor. The valueunique to each particular factor. The value

of refining the broad construct into specificof refining the broad construct into specific

factors has advantages in that the specifi-factors has advantages in that the specifi-

city between aspects of the disorder andcity between aspects of the disorder and

external variables may be clearer (Raineexternal variables may be clearer (Raine

et alet al, 2000; Soderstrom, 2000; Soderstrom et alet al, 2002; Dolan, 2002; Dolan

& Anderson, 2003; Hall& Anderson, 2003; Hall et alet al, 2004)., 2004).

Thus, this hierarchical model highlightsThus, this hierarchical model highlights

‘differential relations between the psycho-‘differential relations between the psycho-

pathy factors and a variety of importantpathy factors and a variety of important

criteria’ (Neumanncriteria’ (Neumann et alet al, 2007: p. 24),, 2007: p. 24),

but requires that the factors investigatedbut requires that the factors investigated

are actually components of the generalare actually components of the general

disorder of psychopathy.disorder of psychopathy.

Third, although some variants of theThird, although some variants of the

original three-factor model exclude testletsoriginal three-factor model exclude testlets

for the sake of parsimony (Skeemfor the sake of parsimony (Skeem et alet al,,

2003; Odgers, 2005; see Fig. 2), below the2003; Odgers, 2005; see Fig. 2), below the

level of specific factors, and between thelevel of specific factors, and between the

items, are testlets. Testlets occur whenitems, are testlets. Testlets occur when

items are more highly associated than canitems are more highly associated than can

explained by their relationship with theexplained by their relationship with the

underlying latent trait; thus, a pair of itemsunderlying latent trait; thus, a pair of items

that form a testlet can be construed as beingthat form a testlet can be construed as being

somewhere between one and two itemssomewhere between one and two items

(Chen & Thissen, 1997). Indeed, the use(Chen & Thissen, 1997). Indeed, the use

of item response theory demonstrated thatof item response theory demonstrated that

all PCL–R items other than poor behav-all PCL–R items other than poor behav-

ioural controls form testlets (Cooke &ioural controls form testlets (Cooke &

Michie, 2001). Testlets do not merelyMichie, 2001). Testlets do not merely

capture shared error variance, instead test-capture shared error variance, instead test-

lets are conceptually meaningful. Testletslets are conceptually meaningful. Testlets

combine specific indicators to form high-combine specific indicators to form high-

er-order facets within the hierarchy of per-er-order facets within the hierarchy of per-

sonality features.sonality features.

Fourth, the model entails only 13 of theFourth, the model entails only 13 of the

20 PCL–R items. The 7 excluded items pri-20 PCL–R items. The 7 excluded items pri-

marily reflect antisocial behaviour rathermarily reflect antisocial behaviour rather

than core traits; it is possible to achievethan core traits; it is possible to achieve

maximum scores on some of these itemsmaximum scores on some of these items

without any evidence that the behaviour iswithout any evidence that the behaviour is

trait-like, i.e. persistent and pervasive.trait-like, i.e. persistent and pervasive.

These items failed to coalesce into a coher-These items failed to coalesce into a coher-

ent syndrome and form a clear structureent syndrome and form a clear structure

with the three factors, and generallywith the three factors, and generally

demonstrated poor discrimination (Cookedemonstrated poor discrimination (Cooke

& Michie, 1997, 2001).& Michie, 1997, 2001).

The four-factor modelsThe four-factor models

The current debate is frequently described asThe current debate is frequently described as

a choice between a three- and a four-factora choice between a three- and a four-factor

model. This is misleading as there are twomodel. This is misleading as there are two

three-factor models and many four-factorthree-factor models and many four-factor

models (Hare, 2003; Hare & Neumann,models (Hare, 2003; Hare & Neumann,

2005). Frequently, authors fail to distin-2005). Frequently, authors fail to distin-

guish between these models and this createsguish between these models and this creates

conceptual confusion. We can identify atconceptual confusion. We can identify at

least ten four-factor – or equivalent –least ten four-factor – or equivalent –

models in the literature. We describe thesemodels in the literature. We describe these

as: (a) a four-factor hierarchical model;as: (a) a four-factor hierarchical model;

(b) a two-factor, four-facet hierarchical(b) a two-factor, four-facet hierarchical

model;model;33 (c) a four-factor correlated model.(c) a four-factor correlated model.

Since each of these models can beSince each of these models can be

‘parcelled’, we also describe a four-factor‘parcelled’, we also describe a four-factor

parcelled model.parcelled model.

A four-factor hierarchical modelA four-factor hierarchical model

Hare (2003) implied that four factors (i.e.Hare (2003) implied that four factors (i.e.

the three factors from the Cooke & Michiethe three factors from the Cooke & Michie

(2001) model together with a criminality(2001) model together with a criminality

‘factor’ specified by five items that tap‘factor’ specified by five items that tap

criminal behaviours) are in a hierarchicalcriminal behaviours) are in a hierarchical

relationship with the superordinate psycho-relationship with the superordinate psycho-

pathy factor (Fig. 3). Although Hare (2003)pathy factor (Fig. 3). Although Hare (2003)

argued that the model ‘envelopes’ the three-argued that the model ‘envelopes’ the three-

factor model, to date no results have beenfactor model, to date no results have been

provided to support this position.provided to support this position.

A two-factor, four-facet hierarchical modelA two-factor, four-facet hierarchical model

Hare (2003) asserted that ‘a superior testHare (2003) asserted that ‘a superior test

structure’ (p. 85) is one in which two super-structure’ (p. 85) is one in which two super-

ordinate factors (i.e. minimal modificationsordinate factors (i.e. minimal modifications

of the original two factors) are interposedof the original two factors) are interposed

between the four factors and the super-between the four factors and the super-

ordinate psychopathy construct (Fig. 4).ordinate psychopathy construct (Fig. 4).

Although Hare (2003) asserts that this isAlthough Hare (2003) asserts that this is

an improvement over ‘a model that goesan improvement over ‘a model that goes

directly from factors to the overall super-directly from factors to the overall super-

ordinate factor’ (p. 85), no results are pro-ordinate factor’ (p. 85), no results are pro-

vided to support this contention. Supportvided to support this contention. Support

is particularly important because the modelis particularly important because the model

specified by Hare (2003: Fig. 7.1) hasspecified by Hare (2003: Fig. 7.1) has

several equivalents (models that yield theseveral equivalents (models that yield the

same covariances or correlations but havesame covariances or correlations but have

different paths among the latent variables).different paths among the latent variables).

Indeed, the two-factor, four-facet hierarch-Indeed, the two-factor, four-facet hierarch-

ical model has six equivalent models. Forical model has six equivalent models. For

example, a correlation between factor 3example, a correlation between factor 3

and factor 4 – or indeed, any other pair ofand factor 4 – or indeed, any other pair of

factors – is mathematically equivalent tofactors – is mathematically equivalent to

the one that Hare (2003) selected. When athe one that Hare (2003) selected. When a

model has mathematically equivalent ver-model has mathematically equivalent ver-

sions, the models cannot be distinguishedsions, the models cannot be distinguished

statistically. No model can be shown to bestatistically. No model can be shown to be

statistically superior. Instead, model selec-statistically superior. Instead, model selec-

tion must be based on sound theory: it istion must be based on sound theory: it is

an established principle that researchersan established principle that researchers

must justify their preference for a particularmust justify their preference for a particular

model over mathematically identical onesmodel over mathematically identical ones

(Kline, 1998; Martens, 2005).(Kline, 1998; Martens, 2005).

s 41s 41

AUTHORS’ PROOFAUTHORS’ PROOF

2. Althoughwegive a broadverbal accountof eachofthe2. Althoughwegive a broadverbal accountof eachofthe
chiefmodels that have beenproposed for the PCL^Rchiefmodels that have beenproposed for the PCL^R
(two-, three- and four-factor; see Fig. 2), given the im-(two-, three- and four-factor; see Fig. 2), given the im-
precisionofnaturallanguage,we stress theimportanceofprecisionofnaturallanguage,we stress theimportance of
consulting themathematical code provided in the dataconsulting themathematical code provided in the data
supplementto the online version of this article to specifysupplementto the online version of this article to specify
eachmodel.eachmodel.

3. It is noteworthy thatthis is onlyone possible inter-3. It is noteworthy thatthis is only one possible inter-
pretation of this setof covariances: thismodelhas sixpretation of this setof covariances: thismodelhas six
equivalentmodels, all of which are equally tenableequivalentmodels, all of which are equally tenable
statistically but which lead to differenttheoreticalstatistically butwhich lead to differenttheoretical
interpretations.interpretations.
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A four-factor correlated modelA four-factor correlated model

A number of researchers (e.g., Hare, 2003;A number of researchers (e.g., Hare, 2003;

HillHill et alet al, 2004; Hare & Neumann, 2005), 2004; Hare & Neumann, 2005)

have presented correlated factor models inhave presented correlated factor models in

which the three factors from the three-factorwhich the three factors from the three-factor

model, together with the fourth criminalitymodel, together with the fourth criminality

‘factor’, are all inter-correlated (Fig. 5).‘factor’, are all inter-correlated (Fig. 5).

Hence, each factor (e.g. factor 1) is corre-Hence, each factor (e.g. factor 1) is corre-

lated with all of the other factors (e.g. fac-lated with all of the other factors (e.g. fac-

tors 2, 3 and 4). Neumanntors 2, 3 and 4). Neumann et alet al (2007)(2007)

contend that correlated factor models arecontend that correlated factor models are

superior to the hierarchical models pre-superior to the hierarchical models pre-

viously offered.viously offered.

Parcelled variant of the four-factor correlatedParcelled variant of the four-factor correlated
modelmodel

All of these four factor models can be sub-All of these four factor models can be sub-

jected to parcelling, a procedure where itemsjected to parcelling, a procedure where items

are summed to form composites prior to fac-are summed to form composites prior to fac-

tor analysis (Hare, 2003). Parcelling createstor analysis (Hare, 2003). Parcelling creates

even more conceptually and mathematicallyeven more conceptually and mathematically

distinct models. Although these are describeddistinct models. Although these are described

as four-factor or four-facet models, parcel-as four-factor or four-facet models, parcel-

ling essentially yields one-factor models (i.e.ling essentially yields one-factor models (i.e.

one latent factor specified by four manifestone latent factor specified by four manifest

composites). For illustrative purposes, wecomposites). For illustrative purposes, we

present the parcelled two-factor four-facetpresent the parcelled two-factor four-facet

hierarchical model (Fig. 6).hierarchical model (Fig. 6).

ISSUESOF METHODISSUESOF METHOD
INTESTINGMODEL FITINTESTINGMODEL FIT

The debate raises methodological issuesThe debate raises methodological issues

about how best to model the structure ofabout how best to model the structure of

a test such as the PCL–R.a test such as the PCL–R.

CorrelatedCorrelated v.v. hierarchical modelshierarchical models

The work of HillThe work of Hill et alet al (2004) highlights the(2004) highlights the

emerging difficulty in distinguishing be-emerging difficulty in distinguishing be-

tween hierarchical and non-hierarchicaltween hierarchical and non-hierarchical

models (Hare & Neumann, 2005;models (Hare & Neumann, 2005;

NeumannNeumann et alet al, 2007). A key feature of a, 2007). A key feature of a

hierarchical model is the demonstrationhierarchical model is the demonstration

that the higher order construct of interestthat the higher order construct of interest

is sufficiently unidimensional to be re-is sufficiently unidimensional to be re-

garded as a coherent psychopathologicalgarded as a coherent psychopathological

syndrome. For two- or three-factor models,syndrome. For two- or three-factor models,

all correlated models are inherently hier-all correlated models are inherently hier-

archical in that they are mathematicallyarchical in that they are mathematically

equivalent to models with a superordinateequivalent to models with a superordinate

factor overarching subordinate factors.factor overarching subordinate factors.

For models with four or more factors, thisFor models with four or more factors, this

is no longer the case. In terms of statisticalis no longer the case. In terms of statistical

modelling, a PCL–R three-factor correlatedmodelling, a PCL–R three-factor correlated

model has three correlations among the fac-model has three correlations among the fac-

tors, and the hierarchical model also hastors, and the hierarchical model also has

three loadings on the superordinate psycho-three loadings on the superordinate psycho-

pathy factor. In contrast, the PCL–R four-pathy factor. In contrast, the PCL–R four-

factor correlated model has six correlationsfactor correlated model has six correlations

among the factors, whereas the hierarchicalamong the factors, whereas the hierarchical

model has four loadings on the super-model has four loadings on the super-

ordinate psychopathy factor. The hierarch-ordinate psychopathy factor. The hierarch-

ical model is more parsimonious, moreical model is more parsimonious, more

constraints being placed on the model,constraints being placed on the model,

and thus it is a more demanding model toand thus it is a more demanding model to

fit.fit.

Nevertheless, proponents of the four-Nevertheless, proponents of the four-

factor model strongly favour nonhierarchi-factor model strongly favour nonhierarchi-

cal models: ‘we recommend using first-cal models: ‘we recommend using first-

order models with correlated factors in fu-order models with correlated factors in fu-

ture research’ (Neumannture research’ (Neumann et alet al, 2007). The, 2007). The

assumption is that ‘the strong correlationsassumption is that ‘the strong correlations

between the factors . . . reveal that theybetween the factors . . . reveal that they

are indicators for a second-order latentare indicators for a second-order latent

variable’ (Neumannvariable’ (Neumann et alet al, 2007). This, 2007). This

assumption that correlated and hierarchicalassumption that correlated and hierarchical

models are the same is misleading. It ismodels are the same is misleading. It is

necessary to explicitly compare a four-factornecessary to explicitly compare a four-factor

hierarchical model with a four-factorhierarchical model with a four-factor

correlated model.correlated model.

This issue has fundamental conceptualThis issue has fundamental conceptual

importance. The three-factor hierarchicalimportance. The three-factor hierarchical

model implies that psychopathic personal-model implies that psychopathic personal-

ity disorder (the superordinate factor) isity disorder (the superordinate factor) is

underpinned by distinct constellations ofunderpinned by distinct constellations of

interpersonal, affective and lifestyle traitsinterpersonal, affective and lifestyle traits

(the first-order factors): the expression of(the first-order factors): the expression of

these trait constellations is caused both bythese trait constellations is caused both by

the overarching disorder and specific var-the overarching disorder and specific var-

iance associated with the factor. The four-iance associated with the factor. The four-

factor correlated model does not imply thefactor correlated model does not imply the

presence of an overarching disorder thatpresence of an overarching disorder that

produces particular symptoms. Instead,produces particular symptoms. Instead,

these symptoms could be merely a hodge-these symptoms could be merely a hodge-

podge of domains that co-occur. Essen-podge of domains that co-occur. Essen-

tially, the correlated model implies atially, the correlated model implies a

compound trait composed of distinct con-compound trait composed of distinct con-

structs without a common cause (Smithstructs without a common cause (Smith etet

alal, 2003). For example, measures of psy-, 2003). For example, measures of psy-

chopathy are often associated with indiceschopathy are often associated with indices

of alcohol and drug misuse and/or addictionof alcohol and drug misuse and/or addiction

s 4 2s 4 2

AUTHORS’ PROOFAUTHORS’ PROOF

Fig. 2Fig. 2 Structure of the PsychopathyChecklist Revised.Degraded three-factormodel (without testlets).PCL,Structure of the PsychopathyChecklist Revised.Degraded three-factormodel (without testlets).PCL,

Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.
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(Rutherford(Rutherford et alet al, 2000). Most authorities,, 2000). Most authorities,

however, would not construe substancehowever, would not construe substance

misuse and addiction as central to psycho-misuse and addiction as central to psycho-

pathy, but rather view them as associatedpathy, but rather view them as associated

features of the disorder (Cleckley, 1988;features of the disorder (Cleckley, 1988;

World Health Organization, 1992; Ameri-World Health Organization, 1992; Ameri-

can Psychiatric Association, 1994). Thiscan Psychiatric Association, 1994). This

can be tested empirically by comparingcan be tested empirically by comparing

the relative fit of a hierarchicalthe relative fit of a hierarchical v.v. a corre-a corre-

lated model, each with four factors: the in-lated model, each with four factors: the in-

terpersonal, lifestyle and affective factors ofterpersonal, lifestyle and affective factors of

the PCL–R and a fourth ‘addiction’ factor.the PCL–R and a fourth ‘addiction’ factor.

If the authorities are right about the lackIf the authorities are right about the lack

of centrality of addiction to psychopathy,of centrality of addiction to psychopathy,

the hierarchical model will not fit whereasthe hierarchical model will not fit whereas

the correlated factor model will.the correlated factor model will.

This is equally true for the inclusion ofThis is equally true for the inclusion of

items that essentially are counts of anti-items that essentially are counts of anti-

social behaviours in the model. If a hier-social behaviours in the model. If a hier-

archical model fits, one could argue thatarchical model fits, one could argue that

antisocial behaviours are a core part ofantisocial behaviours are a core part of

the disorder. If the correlated model fits,the disorder. If the correlated model fits,

one can only assume that antisocial behav-one can only assume that antisocial behav-

iours are correlated with psychopathy;iours are correlated with psychopathy;

perhaps a self-evident, if not trivial,perhaps a self-evident, if not trivial,

observation. The distinction between corre-observation. The distinction between corre-

lated and hierarchical models is thus core tolated and hierarchical models is thus core to

this debate.this debate.

There are no reasonable arguments forThere are no reasonable arguments for

neglecting this distinction. Proponents ofneglecting this distinction. Proponents of

the four-factor model argue that if the fourthe four-factor model argue that if the four

factors have differential associations withfactors have differential associations with

external correlates, then it would be unwiseexternal correlates, then it would be unwise

to employ a superordinate model to seekto employ a superordinate model to seek

out such differential associations. Thisout such differential associations. This

argument conflates the scoring and applica-argument conflates the scoring and applica-

tion of a measure (PCL–R total scores ortion of a measure (PCL–R total scores or

PCL–R factor scores) with the understand-PCL–R factor scores) with the understand-

ing of a construct (psychopathy,ing of a construct (psychopathy, withwith speci-speci-

fic trait constellations). Hierarchicalfic trait constellations). Hierarchical

models represent specific factors thatmodels represent specific factors that

underpin superordinate constructs. Unlikeunderpin superordinate constructs. Unlike

correlated models, hierarchical modelscorrelated models, hierarchical models

require that the specific factors included inrequire that the specific factors included in

the model be part of a coherent construct.the model be part of a coherent construct.

Thus, hierarchical models have greatThus, hierarchical models have great

potential for understanding both psycho-potential for understanding both psycho-

pathic personality disorder and its specificpathic personality disorder and its specific

components.components.

The use of testletsThe use of testlets v.v. correlatedcorrelated
errorserrors

Local dependency occurs when there is con-Local dependency occurs when there is con-

sistency among item responses that cannotsistency among item responses that cannot

be explained by individual differences onbe explained by individual differences on

the latent trait being measured. Testletsthe latent trait being measured. Testlets

are groups of items that show local depen-are groups of items that show local depen-

dence (a testlet formed of two items maydence (a testlet formed of two items may

be viewed as somewhere between one andbe viewed as somewhere between one and

two items). Although local dependencetwo items). Although local dependence

can emerge for a variety of reasons, withcan emerge for a variety of reasons, with

a rating scale the most common reason isa rating scale the most common reason is

the overlap of item definitions. PCL–R defi-the overlap of item definitions. PCL–R defi-

nitions are often overlapping. For example,nitions are often overlapping. For example,

‘lack of remorse or guilt’ and ‘failure to‘lack of remorse or guilt’ and ‘failure to

accept responsibility for own actions’ bothaccept responsibility for own actions’ both

require consideration of whether the indi-require consideration of whether the indi-

vidual externalises blame. In creating thevidual externalises blame. In creating the

screening version of the PCL–R (thescreening version of the PCL–R (the

PCL–SV), Hare and colleagues recognisedPCL–SV), Hare and colleagues recognised

this issue and grouped conceptually relatedthis issue and grouped conceptually related

PCL–R items to produce distinct PCL–SVPCL–R items to produce distinct PCL–SV

items (Hartitems (Hart et alet al, 1995; Cooke, 1995; Cooke et alet al, 1998)., 1998).

If there is consistent evidence that test-If there is consistent evidence that test-

lets exist within a scale this indicates locallets exist within a scale this indicates local

dependence. Local dependence is an unde-dependence. Local dependence is an unde-

sirable property of a scale for three reasons.sirable property of a scale for three reasons.

First, local dependence complicates theFirst, local dependence complicates the

structure underpinning the data and can in-structure underpinning the data and can in-

correctly challenge the assumption that acorrectly challenge the assumption that a

unidimensional trait underpins the test.unidimensional trait underpins the test.

This is crucial if data are to be subjectedThis is crucial if data are to be subjected

to parcelling. Second, local dependenceto parcelling. Second, local dependence

leads to an overestimation of the trueleads to an overestimation of the true

amount of information provided by theamount of information provided by the

test. That is, the test appears to be moretest. That is, the test appears to be more

accurate than it actually is becauseaccurate than it actually is because

s 4 3s 4 3
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Fig. 3Fig. 3 Structure of the Psychopathy Checklist Revised.Hierarchical four-factor model. PCL, PsychopathyStructure of the Psychopathy Checklist Revised.Hierarchical four-factor model. PCL, Psychopathy

Checklist ^ Revised.Checklist ^ Revised.
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information is double-counted. Third, theinformation is double-counted. Third, the

ratings do not allow clinicians to ade-ratings do not allow clinicians to ade-

quately distinguish between conceptuallyquately distinguish between conceptually

distinct symptoms. Although testlets candistinct symptoms. Although testlets can

be confused with correlated errors, thebe confused with correlated errors, the

two concepts are conceptually and mathe-two concepts are conceptually and mathe-

matically distinct. Conceptually, unlikematically distinct. Conceptually, unlike

correlated errors, testlets explicitly describecorrelated errors, testlets explicitly describe

the measurement model, specifying theore-the measurement model, specifying theore-

tically meaningful sub-facets within thetically meaningful sub-facets within the

hierarchical description of the disorder.hierarchical description of the disorder.

For example, ‘pathological lying’ andFor example, ‘pathological lying’ and

‘conning/manipulative’ combine to describe‘conning/manipulative’ combine to describe

a deceptive interpersonal style. This wasa deceptive interpersonal style. This was

implicitly acknowledged when these twoimplicitly acknowledged when these two

PCL–R items were combined to create thePCL–R items were combined to create the

one PCL–SV item called ‘deceitful’ (Hartone PCL–SV item called ‘deceitful’ (Hart

et alet al, 1995). Correlated errors are more, 1995). Correlated errors are more

opaque – they do not provide this addi-opaque – they do not provide this addi-

tional level of description. Mathematically,tional level of description. Mathematically,

testlets are more elegant than correlated er-testlets are more elegant than correlated er-

rors. A model with a three-item testlet isrors. A model with a three-item testlet is

more parsimonious that a model with threemore parsimonious that a model with three

items with correlated errors that load onitems with correlated errors that load on

the same factor: the former requires twothe same factor: the former requires two

parameters, the latter three parameters.parameters, the latter three parameters.

We are criticised for including testlets inWe are criticised for including testlets in

our three-factor model (Neumannour three-factor model (Neumann et alet al,,

2007). In our view, any attempt to provide2007). In our view, any attempt to provide

an accurate model of the structure of thean accurate model of the structure of the

PCL–R should consider testlets, even if onlyPCL–R should consider testlets, even if only

to reject the need for their inclusion in anyto reject the need for their inclusion in any

model.model.

The use of parcellingThe use of parcelling

In structural equation modelling a parcel isIn structural equation modelling a parcel is

an aggregate-level indicator derived byan aggregate-level indicator derived by

combining individual items (e.g. addingcombining individual items (e.g. adding

individual PCL–R items to derive a newindividual PCL–R items to derive a new

manifest variable; Littlemanifest variable; Little et alet al, 2002). This, 2002). This

is a controversial technique (Bandalos,is a controversial technique (Bandalos,

2002; Little2002; Little et alet al, 2002). Proponents of, 2002). Proponents of

the technique argue that parcelling hasthe technique argue that parcelling has

two broad advantages. First, combiningtwo broad advantages. First, combining

s 4 4s 4 4
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Fig. 4Fig. 4 Structure of the Psychopathy Checklist Revised.Hierarchical two-factor, four-facetmodel. PCL, Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.Structure of the Psychopathy Checklist Revised.Hierarchical two-factor, four-facetmodel. PCL, Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.
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items results in composite variables withitems results in composite variables with

better psychometric properties than itembetter psychometric properties than item

variables (e.g. greater reliability, a highervariables (e.g. greater reliability, a higher

ratio of common-to-unique factor variance,ratio of common-to-unique factor variance,

smaller and more equal intervals betweensmaller and more equal intervals between

scale points and distributions that are lessscale points and distributions that are less

likely to violate distributional assumptions;likely to violate distributional assumptions;

LittleLittle et alet al, 2002; Kim & Hagtvet, 2003)., 2002; Kim & Hagtvet, 2003).

Second, parcelling results in models withSecond, parcelling results in models with

better fit indices. This is because theybetter fit indices. This is because they

reduce sources of sampling error, requirereduce sources of sampling error, require

fewer parameters and are less likely to befewer parameters and are less likely to be

affected by correlated residuals or dualaffected by correlated residuals or dual

loadings. Broadly, the number of variancesloadings. Broadly, the number of variances

and covariances that the model mustand covariances that the model must

account for is reduced (Bandalos, 2002;account for is reduced (Bandalos, 2002;

LittleLittle et alet al, 2002; Kim & Hagtvet, 2003;, 2002; Kim & Hagtvet, 2003;

Martens, 2005).Martens, 2005).

Opponents of parcelling point out fiveOpponents of parcelling point out five

problems. First, parcelling can obscure theproblems. First, parcelling can obscure the

multidimensional nature of the items.multidimensional nature of the items.

Bandalos (2002) noted that when theBandalos (2002) noted that when the

assumption of unidimensionality is notassumption of unidimensionality is not

met (an assumption that is rarely tested)met (an assumption that is rarely tested)

‘the use of parcels can obscure rather than‘the use of parcels can obscure rather than

clarify the factor structure of the data’clarify the factor structure of the data’

(p. 80). This is clearly a problem when(p. 80). This is clearly a problem when

there is evidence of local dependency, asthere is evidence of local dependency, as

there is with the PCL–R items (Cooke &there is with the PCL–R items (Cooke &

Michie, 2001). Second, the improvementMichie, 2001). Second, the improvement

in fit is more apparent than real; modelsin fit is more apparent than real; models

that do not fit at an item level can be madethat do not fit at an item level can be made

toto appearappear to fit with parcelling. Bandalos &to fit with parcelling. Bandalos &

Finney (2001) noted that parcelling im-Finney (2001) noted that parcelling im-

proves model fit, irrespective of whetherproves model fit, irrespective of whether

the model is specified correctly or not;the model is specified correctly or not;

this also reduces our ability to detectthis also reduces our ability to detect

mis-specified models. Kim & Hagtvetmis-specified models. Kim & Hagtvet

(2003) demonstrated empirically that when(2003) demonstrated empirically that when

parcelled and item models were compared,parcelled and item models were compared,

the parcelled models yielded better fitthe parcelled models yielded better fit

statistics. Unlike the item models, thestatistics. Unlike the item models, the

parcelled models pointed to the acceptanceparcelled models pointed to the acceptance

of mis-specified models. Third, Bandalosof mis-specified models. Third, Bandalos

(2002) reported that parcelling can bias(2002) reported that parcelling can bias

estimates of structural parameters (e.g. pathestimates of structural parameters (e.g. path

coefficients; ‘factor loadings’). Fourth,coefficients; ‘factor loadings’). Fourth,

comparisons of factor structure acrosscomparisons of factor structure across

groups for parcelled variables vary consid-groups for parcelled variables vary consid-

erably from those based on individual itemserably from those based on individual items

(Bagozzi & Edwards, 1998). This will(Bagozzi & Edwards, 1998). This will

affect our understanding of importantaffect our understanding of important

issues, including cross-cultural variation inissues, including cross-cultural variation in

psychopathy and variation across gender,psychopathy and variation across gender,

age and race. Fifth, even if the use of parcel-age and race. Fifth, even if the use of parcel-

ling is defensible statistically, from a clini-ling is defensible statistically, from a clini-

cal perspective it can result in the loss ofcal perspective it can result in the loss of

important information about the conditionimportant information about the condition

being considered (Littlebeing considered (Little et alet al, 2002). When, 2002). When

one sums across several items and then ex-one sums across several items and then ex-

amines the relation between that sum (e.g.amines the relation between that sum (e.g.

parcelled interpersonal facet) and an exter-parcelled interpersonal facet) and an exter-

nal variable (e.g. dominant behaviour), it isnal variable (e.g. dominant behaviour), it is

impossible to know that one aspect of theimpossible to know that one aspect of the

sum (e.g. grandiosity/charm) stronglysum (e.g. grandiosity/charm) strongly

predicts the external variable, whereas thepredicts the external variable, whereas the

other (e.g. deception) is unrelated. Dataother (e.g. deception) is unrelated. Data

aggregation results in a loss of information.aggregation results in a loss of information.

When is it legitimate to use parcellingWhen is it legitimate to use parcelling

to analyse PCL–R data? Justification ofto analyse PCL–R data? Justification of

the approach depends on (a) the purposethe approach depends on (a) the purpose

of the analysis and (b) the analytical strat-of the analysis and (b) the analytical strat-

egy adopted before parcelling is under-egy adopted before parcelling is under-

taken. Littletaken. Little et alet al (2002) noted that(2002) noted that

‘careful delineation of the goals of the study‘careful delineation of the goals of the study

is clearly the paramount issue’ (p. 6). If theis clearly the paramount issue’ (p. 6). If the

purpose of the analysis is to explicate thepurpose of the analysis is to explicate the

interrelations among items on a test forinterrelations among items on a test for

construct validation purposes, then parcellingconstruct validation purposes, then parcelling

is inappropriate (Rogers & Schmitt, 2004).is inappropriate (Rogers & Schmitt, 2004).

However, if the goal is to examine the inter-However, if the goal is to examine the inter-

relations among well-established measuresrelations among well-established measures

of latent traits then parcelling may be ap-of latent traits then parcelling may be ap-

propriate. In the latter case it is assumedpropriate. In the latter case it is assumed

that the structure of the latent traits is wellthat the structure of the latent traits is well

established (i.e. is not the subject of debate)established (i.e. is not the subject of debate)

and the primary interest is in putative cau-and the primary interest is in putative cau-

sal relations among the latent traits rathersal relations among the latent traits rather

than the measurement model (Littlethan the measurement model (Little et alet al,,

2002; Rogers & Schmitt, 2004; Martens,2002; Rogers & Schmitt, 2004; Martens,

2005). Rogers & Schmitt (2004) warned,2005). Rogers & Schmitt (2004) warned,

however, that even when a measure hashowever, that even when a measure has

been validated at the item level in termsbeen validated at the item level in terms

of a measurement model, parcelling ofof a measurement model, parcelling of

these items can still result in ‘undesirablethese items can still result in ‘undesirable

or unpredictable effects on estimates andor unpredictable effects on estimates and

fit when testing the theoretical model’ (p.fit when testing the theoretical model’ (p.

380).380).

If parcelling is to be attempted, an es-If parcelling is to be attempted, an es-

sential prerequisite is an analysis of the di-sential prerequisite is an analysis of the di-

mensionality of the parcel (Bandalos &mensionality of the parcel (Bandalos &

Finney, 2001; Bandalos, 2002; LittleFinney, 2001; Bandalos, 2002; Little et alet al,,

2002; Rogers & Schmitt, 2004). Unfortu-2002; Rogers & Schmitt, 2004). Unfortu-

nately, this is more honoured in the breachnately, this is more honoured in the breach

than the observance. Kim & Hagtvetthan the observance. Kim & Hagtvet
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Fig. 5Fig. 5 Structure of the Pscyhopathy Checklist Revised.Correlated four-factor model. PCL, Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.Structure of the Pscyhopathy Checklist Revised.Correlated four-factor model. PCL, Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.
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(2003) demonstrated that the unidimen-(2003) demonstrated that the unidimen-

sionality of a parcel must be establishedsionality of a parcel must be established

before it is entered into a more complexbefore it is entered into a more complex

model. In the absence of unidimensionalitymodel. In the absence of unidimensionality

the structural relations among latent traitsthe structural relations among latent traits

cannot be interpreted (Littlecannot be interpreted (Little et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

Kim & Hagtvet (2003) propose a methodKim & Hagtvet (2003) propose a method

that explicitly models the single item andthat explicitly models the single item and

parcel indicators simultaneously, allowingparcel indicators simultaneously, allowing

a comprehensive evaluation of the uni-a comprehensive evaluation of the uni-

dimensionality of the parcel. Interestingly,dimensionality of the parcel. Interestingly,

this approach is formally equivalent to thethis approach is formally equivalent to the

testlet approach adopted by Cooke &testlet approach adopted by Cooke &

Michie (2001). The three-factor approachMichie (2001). The three-factor approach

with testlets provides greater understandingwith testlets provides greater understanding

of the PCL–R items than a four-factorof the PCL–R items than a four-factor

parcelled approach.parcelled approach.

In summary, our understanding of theIn summary, our understanding of the

structure of the PCL–R, and to some degreestructure of the PCL–R, and to some degree

our understanding of psychopathy, may beour understanding of psychopathy, may be

adversely influenced by the application ofadversely influenced by the application of

inappropriate methods for specifying theinappropriate methods for specifying the

basic framework of the measurement modelbasic framework of the measurement model

(correlated rather than hierarchical factors)(correlated rather than hierarchical factors)

and specific components (parcels ratherand specific components (parcels rather

than items and/or testlets).than items and/or testlets).

DEMONSTRATIONDEMONSTRATION
OF METHOD ISSUESOF METHOD ISSUES

We now report a series of analyses of PCL–We now report a series of analyses of PCL–

R data on a large sample of male offendersR data on a large sample of male offenders

to illustrate the impact of using correlatedto illustrate the impact of using correlated

v.v. hierarchical models, of parcelling vari-hierarchical models, of parcelling vari-

ables prior to model fitting and of model-ables prior to model fitting and of model-

ling local dependency with testlets.ling local dependency with testlets.

Overall these analyses demonstrate thatOverall these analyses demonstrate that

appropriate methods are necessary forappropriate methods are necessary for

appropriate conclusions.appropriate conclusions.

ParticipantsParticipants

The sample comprised a total of 1212 adultThe sample comprised a total of 1212 adult

male offenders.male offenders.44 The largest subsampleThe largest subsample

comprised 608 adult male offenders fromcomprised 608 adult male offenders from

seven prisons in Her Majesty’s Prisonseven prisons in Her Majesty’s Prison

Service (HMPS) in England and Wales, se-Service (HMPS) in England and Wales, se-

lected to be representative of the HMPSlected to be representative of the HMPS

population. Additional subsamples in-population. Additional subsamples in-

cluded a representative sample of 246 of-cluded a representative sample of 246 of-

fenders from the Scottish Prison Servicefenders from the Scottish Prison Service

(Cooke & Michie, 1999), a stratified ran-(Cooke & Michie, 1999), a stratified ran-

dom sample of 253 offenders from Sco-dom sample of 253 offenders from Sco-

tland’s largest prison (Michie & Cooke,tland’s largest prison (Michie & Cooke,

2006) and a sample of 105 incarcerated2006) and a sample of 105 incarcerated

Scottish offenders who volunteered toScottish offenders who volunteered to

participate in a study of early childhood ex-participate in a study of early childhood ex-

periences (Marshall & Cooke, 1998). Onlyperiences (Marshall & Cooke, 1998). Only

complete cases were used (complete cases were used (nn¼827) to en-827) to en-

sure that the same data were used irrespec-sure that the same data were used irrespec-

tive of the model being tested.tive of the model being tested.

The procedureThe procedure

The PCL–R ratings were made according toThe PCL–R ratings were made according to

instructions in the test manual (Hare,instructions in the test manual (Hare,

1991). All PCL–R evaluations were con-1991). All PCL–R evaluations were con-

ducted by trained raters.ducted by trained raters.

Confirmatory factor analysisConfirmatory factor analysis

Confirmatory factor analysis permits quan-Confirmatory factor analysis permits quan-

tification of a particular factor structure’stification of a particular factor structure’s

fit within a particular sample. We assessedfit within a particular sample. We assessed

quality of fit using multiple indices, as eachquality of fit using multiple indices, as each

index has limitations (Kline, 1998;index has limitations (Kline, 1998;

MacCallum & Austin, 2000). Different as-MacCallum & Austin, 2000). Different as-

pects of fit were evaluated, including abso-pects of fit were evaluated, including abso-

lute fit (lute fit (ww2), fit adjusted for model2), fit adjusted for model

parsimony (non-normed fit index, NNFI)parsimony (non-normed fit index, NNFI)

and fit relative to a null model (compara-and fit relative to a null model (compara-

tive fit index, CFI), and root mean squaretive fit index, CFI), and root mean square

error of approximation (RMSEA). Follow-error of approximation (RMSEA). Follow-

ing convention, the criterion for adequateing convention, the criterion for adequate
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Fig. 6Fig. 6 Structure of the Psychopathy Checklist Revised.Two-factors, four-facet parcelledmodel. PCL,Structure of the Psychopathy Checklist Revised.Two-factors, four-facet parcelledmodel. PCL,

Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.Psychopathy Checklist ^ Revised.

4. Another problemin the literature is the proliferation4. Another problemin the literature is the proliferation
of underpowered studies.Confirmatory factor analysisof underpowered studies.Confirmatory factor analysis
requiresmoderate-to-large samples (Kline,1998).Manyrequiresmoderate-to-large samples (Kline,1998).Many
of the attempts to explore the structure of the PCL mea-of the attempts to explore the structure of the PCL mea-
sures have been seriously underpowered in terms ofsures have been seriously underpowered in terms of
sample size, with samples at, or evenwell below,150sample size, with samples at, or evenwell below,150
individuals (e.g. Jacksonindividuals (e.g. Jackson etaletal, 2002;Hille, 2002;Hilletaltal, 2004;Salekin, 2004;Salekin
et alet al, 2006;Vitacco, 2006;Vitacco et alet al, 2006).Kline (1998) provides, 2006).Kline (1998) provides
guidance onthe issue and indicates that 20 cases per freeguidance on the issue and indicates that 20 cases per free
parameter is desirable,10:1is just acceptable and theparameter is desirable,10:1is just acceptable and the
statistical stabilitywith a 5:1mustberegarded as suspect.statistical stabilitywith a 5:1mustberegarded as suspect.
The three-factor hierarchicalmodelwithtestlets has 36The three-factor hierarchicalmodelwithtestlets has 36
free parameters, suggesting a minimum samplefree parameters, suggesting aminimum sample size ofsize of
between 360 and 720. The four-between 360 and 720. The four-factor hierarchicalfactor hierarchical
modelhas 40 free parameters (minimummodelhas 40 free parameters (minimum nn¼400^800);400^800);
the four-factor correlatedmodelhas 42 free parametersthe four-factor correlatedmodelhas 42 free parameters
(minimum(minimum nn¼420^840) and the two-factor, four-facet420^840) and the two-factor, four-facet
hierarchicalmodel has 41free parameters (minimumhierarchicalmodelhas 41free parameters (minimum
nn¼410^820).Underpowered studieswillmislead (Floyd410^820).Underpowered studieswillmislead (Floyd
&Widaman,1995).In addition to the problemof lackof&Widaman,1995). In addition to the problemof lackof
stability is the problemof Heywood cases. Small samplesstability is the problemof Heywood cases. Small samples
are prone to improper solutions inwhich estimated cor-are prone to improper solutions inwhich estimated cor-
relations are greater than1or estimated error variancesrelations are greater than1or estimated error variances
are less than 0. Solutionsmay also fail to converge.are less than 0. Solutionsmay also fail to converge.
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fit was defined as CFI and NNFIfit was defined as CFI and NNFI 550.900.90

and RMSEAand RMSEA 440.08 (Byrne, 1994). Follow-0.08 (Byrne, 1994). Follow-

ing Kim & Hagvtet (2003) we classifieding Kim & Hagvtet (2003) we classified

RMSEA values into four categories: closeRMSEA values into four categories: close

fit (0.00–0.05), fair fit (0.06–0.08), med-fit (0.00–0.05), fair fit (0.06–0.08), med-

iocre fit (0.08–0.10), and poor fit (iocre fit (0.08–0.10), and poor fit (440.10).0.10).

Confirmatory factor analysis was per-Confirmatory factor analysis was per-

formed using EQS for Windows (Bentlerformed using EQS for Windows (Bentler

& Wu, 1995). Participants with missing& Wu, 1995). Participants with missing

data were deleted listwise for these ana-data were deleted listwise for these ana-

lyses. Maximum likelihood estimation withlyses. Maximum likelihood estimation with

robust-fit statistics and standard errors wasrobust-fit statistics and standard errors was

used. The correlations were polychorics.used. The correlations were polychorics.

Recommendations in the electronic helpRecommendations in the electronic help

manual for the EQS 6 software suggestedmanual for the EQS 6 software suggested

that this estimation approach is the bestthat this estimation approach is the best

EQS approach for data of this type. ThisEQS approach for data of this type. This

differs from the approach used in Cookediffers from the approach used in Cooke

& Michie (2001).& Michie (2001).55 We also ran the analysesWe also ran the analyses

using the MPlus program with robust-using the MPlus program with robust-

weighted least-squares estimation and theweighted least-squares estimation and the

same pattern of results was obtained.same pattern of results was obtained.66

Comparison of modelsComparison of models

We started our analysis by estimating aWe started our analysis by estimating a

one-factor model with all 20 items loadingone-factor model with all 20 items loading

on a single latent trait. Fit statistics (Tableon a single latent trait. Fit statistics (Table

1) indicate that this is not a plausible1) indicate that this is not a plausible

model. We then tested the traditional two-model. We then tested the traditional two-

factor model, which contains 8 items thatfactor model, which contains 8 items that

load on the factor described as ‘the selfish,load on the factor described as ‘the selfish,

callous and remorseless use of others’ andcallous and remorseless use of others’ and

9 items that load on a factor termed ‘the9 items that load on a factor termed ‘the

chronically unstable and antisocial lifestyle;chronically unstable and antisocial lifestyle;

social deviance’ factor (Harpursocial deviance’ factor (Harpur et alet al, 1988)., 1988).

Fit statistics (Table 1) indicate that this tooFit statistics (Table 1) indicate that this too

is not a plausible model. We then tested theis not a plausible model. We then tested the

amended two-factor model (Hare, 2003),amended two-factor model (Hare, 2003),

i.e. we added the item ‘criminal versatility’i.e. we added the item ‘criminal versatility’

to the second factor. Fit statistics (Tableto the second factor. Fit statistics (Table

1) again indicate that this is not a plausible1) again indicate that this is not a plausible

model.model.

We then fitted the full three-factorWe then fitted the full three-factor

hierarchical model with testlets (Cooke &hierarchical model with testlets (Cooke &

Michie, 2001). This model achieves a closeMichie, 2001). This model achieves a close

fit with a CFI of 0.96 and an RSMEA offit with a CFI of 0.96 and an RSMEA of

0.05 (Table 1).0.05 (Table 1).

Examining the impact of testletsExamining the impact of testlets

We then fitted a three-factor model withWe then fitted a three-factor model with

the testlet level removed. Such a modelthe testlet level removed. Such a model

has been advocated by others on thehas been advocated by others on the

grounds of parsimony. Using the criteriagrounds of parsimony. Using the criteria

presented above this model achieves a fairpresented above this model achieves a fair

and acceptable fit. However, the modeland acceptable fit. However, the model

with testlets achieves superior fit; directwith testlets achieves superior fit; direct

comparison indicated that its fit is signifi-comparison indicated that its fit is signifi-

cantly better (cantly better (DDww22(4,(4, nn¼827)827) ¼456,456,

PP550.001). These results indicate that test-0.001). These results indicate that test-

lets provide a more comprehensive accountlets provide a more comprehensive account

of the measurement model underpinningof the measurement model underpinning

the PCL–R. Despite the clear superioritythe PCL–R. Despite the clear superiority

of the original three-factor model, in the re-of the original three-factor model, in the re-

maining analysis we excluded testlets tomaining analysis we excluded testlets to

provide a more rigorous test of the three-provide a more rigorous test of the three-

factor model of the PCL–R. We call thisfactor model of the PCL–R. We call this

model without testlets the degraded three-model without testlets the degraded three-

factor model.factor model.

Examining the fit of the fourth criminalityExamining the fit of the fourth criminality
‘factor’‘factor’

We then tested the three unparcelled four-We then tested the three unparcelled four-

factor models described in the literature;factor models described in the literature;

the four-factor hierarchical model, thethe four-factor hierarchical model, the

two-factor, four-facet hierarchical modeltwo-factor, four-facet hierarchical model

and the four-factor correlated model. Noneand the four-factor correlated model. None

of these models achieve conventionallyof these models achieve conventionally

acceptable levels of fit (Table 1). Their levelacceptable levels of fit (Table 1). Their level

of fit is poorer than the level of fit achievedof fit is poorer than the level of fit achieved

by even the degraded three-factor model.by even the degraded three-factor model.

Exploring the impact of parcellingExploring the impact of parcelling

Parcelling, or adding individual items to-Parcelling, or adding individual items to-

gether prior to model fitting, was used together prior to model fitting, was used to

achieve the fit indices presented for theachieve the fit indices presented for the

four-factor models in the PCL–R manualfour-factor models in the PCL–R manual

(Hare, 2003: Figs 7.1, 7.3, 7.4). A pre-(Hare, 2003: Figs 7.1, 7.3, 7.4). A pre-

requisite to parcelling is to demonstraterequisite to parcelling is to demonstrate

unidimensionality for the items being par-unidimensionality for the items being par-

celled (Bandalos, 2002; Kim & Hagtvet,celled (Bandalos, 2002; Kim & Hagtvet,

2003; Rogers & Schmitt, 2004). The pres-2003; Rogers & Schmitt, 2004). The pres-

ence of testlets in PCL–R data (Cooke &ence of testlets in PCL–R data (Cooke &

Michie, 2001) means that this assumptionMichie, 2001) means that this assumption

is not met; that is, multiple latent constructsis not met; that is, multiple latent constructs

are tapped by items that are parcelledare tapped by items that are parcelled

within individual factors of the four-factorwithin individual factors of the four-factor

models.models.
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Table1Table1 EQS categorical variablesEQS categorical variables

ModelModel Sartorra^BentlerSartorra^Bentler ww22 d.f.d.f. AICAIC NFINFI NNFINNFI CFICFI RMSEARMSEA

Models with testletsModels with testlets

Hierarchical three-factor with testletsHierarchical three-factor with testlets 180180 5656 6868 0.940.94 0.940.94 0.960.96 0.050.05

Models without testletsModels without testlets

One-factorOne-factor 14971497 170170 11571157 0.690.69 0.680.68 0.710.71 0.100.10

Two-factor traditionalTwo-factor traditional 743743 118118 507507 0.820.82 0.820.82 0.840.84 0.080.08

Two-factor amendedTwo-factor amended 948948 134134 680680 0.790.79 0.790.79 0.820.82 0.090.09

Hierarchical three-factorHierarchical three-factor 277277 6262 153153 0.910.91 0.910.91 0.930.93 0.060.06

Hierarchical four-factorHierarchical four-factor 669669 131131 407407 0.850.85 0.860.86 0.880.88 0.070.07

Hierarchical two-factor, four-facetHierarchical two-factor, four-facet 629629 130130 369369 0.860.86 0.870.87 0.890.89 0.070.07

Correlated four-factorCorrelated four-factor 623623 129129 365365 0.860.86 0.870.87 0.890.89 0.070.07

Two-factor, four-facet parcelledTwo-factor, four-facet parcelled 11 11 7711 1.001.00 1.001.00 1.001.00 0.020.02

Two-factor, four-facet ‘wrongTwo-factor, four-facet ‘wrong11 factor’factor’ 981981 130130 721721 0.790.79 0.770.77 0.810.81 0.090.09

Two-factor, four-facet parcelled ‘wrongTwo-factor, four-facet parcelled ‘wrong11 factor’factor’ 11 11 7711 1.001.00 1.001.00 1.001.00 0.000.00

AIC, Akaike information criterion; NFI, normed fit index; NNFI, non-normed fit index; CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, rootmean square error of approximation.AIC, Akaike information criterion; NFI, normed fit index; NNFI, non-normed fit index; CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, rootmean square error of approximation.
1. Swapped items: PCL4 with PCL10; PCL15 with PCL16.1. Swapped items: PCL4 with PCL10; PCL15 with PCL16.

5. The level of fit achieved on the development sample5. The level of fit achieved onthe development sample
using thismethod is excellent. S-Busing thismethod is excellent. S-B ww22¼167, d.f.167, d.f.¼56,56,
AICAIC¼55,NFI55,NFI¼0.98,NNFI0.98,NNFI¼0.98,CFI0.98,CFI¼0.99,0.99,
RSMEARSMEA¼0.04.0.04.
6. Somecommentatorshave advocatedtheuse ofMPlus;6. Somecommentatorshave advocatedtheuse ofMPlus;
therationale for their preference is unclear.The samethe rationale for their preference is unclear.The same
patternofresultswas achievedusingMPlus.Thelevelof fitpatternofresultswas achievedusingMPlus.Thelevelof fit
achievedwiththe three-factormodelwithtestletswasachievedwiththe three-factormodelwithtestletswas
good:good: ww22¼181, d.f.181, d.f.¼40,CFI40,CFI¼0.95,RSMEA0.95,RSMEA¼0.06; for the0.06; for the
three-factormodelwithouttestlets it was fair:three-factormodelwithouttestlets it was fair: ww22¼261,261,
d.f.d.f.¼0.43,CFI0.43,CFI¼0.92,RSMEA0.92,RSMEA¼0.08; and for the four-0.08; and for the four-
factor hierarchicalmodel the fit was poor:factor hierarchicalmodel the fit was poor: ww22¼692,692,
d.f.d.f.¼73,CFI73,CFI¼0.82,RSMEA0.82,RSMEA¼0.10.Results for allmodels0.10.Results for allmodels
are available fromthe authors.are available fromthe authors.
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To examine the effects of parcelling onTo examine the effects of parcelling on

our dataset, we first estimated the two-our dataset, we first estimated the two-

factor, four-facet hierarchical model. Fitfactor, four-facet hierarchical model. Fit

statistics (Table 1) indicate that this doesstatistics (Table 1) indicate that this does

not provide an adequate fit. We then par-not provide an adequate fit. We then par-

celled the items by adding them togethercelled the items by adding them together

within their respective factor. We testedwithin their respective factor. We tested

the fit of this model and fit statisticsthe fit of this model and fit statistics

(Table 1) reveal a very good fit, with a(Table 1) reveal a very good fit, with a

non-significantnon-significant ww22 value, and a CFI of 1.0.value, and a CFI of 1.0.

We next tested the potential of parcel-We next tested the potential of parcel-

ling to mislead. To do so, we comparedling to mislead. To do so, we compared

the fit of an incorrect model that did, andthe fit of an incorrect model that did, and

did not, involve parcelling. The incorrectdid not, involve parcelling. The incorrect

model involved swapping two item pairsmodel involved swapping two item pairs

within the two-factor, four-facet model:within the two-factor, four-facet model:

‘pathological lying’ with ‘poor behavioural‘pathological lying’ with ‘poor behavioural

controls’ and ‘irresponsibility’ with ‘failurecontrols’ and ‘irresponsibility’ with ‘failure

to accept responsibility for own actions’.to accept responsibility for own actions’.

Therefore, in this incorrect model, 4 ofTherefore, in this incorrect model, 4 of

the 18 items loaded on the wrong factors.the 18 items loaded on the wrong factors.

We then parcelled these 4 items into theWe then parcelled these 4 items into the

same wrong factors.same wrong factors.

Not surprisingly, the fit statistics for theNot surprisingly, the fit statistics for the

unparcelled model indicate that swappingunparcelled model indicate that swapping

items substantially degraded the model’sitems substantially degraded the model’s

fit (Table 1). Indeed, the fit statistics sug-fit (Table 1). Indeed, the fit statistics sug-

gest that this is an incorrect model. In con-gest that this is an incorrect model. In con-

trast, the fit statistics for the parcelledtrast, the fit statistics for the parcelled

model indicate an extremely good fit withmodel indicate an extremely good fit with

a non-significanta non-significant ww22 value, a CFI of 1.00value, a CFI of 1.00

and a RMSEA of 0.00. We concluded thatand a RMSEA of 0.00. We concluded that

parcelling is an inappropriate techniqueparcelling is an inappropriate technique

when the intent is to understand the interre-when the intent is to understand the interre-

lations among PCL–R items.lations among PCL–R items.

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

These analyses yield three broad conclu-These analyses yield three broad conclu-

sions. First, of the unparcelled models, thesions. First, of the unparcelled models, the

original three-factor model with testletsoriginal three-factor model with testlets

achieves the best fit. Second, in keepingachieves the best fit. Second, in keeping

with the methodological literature, parcel-with the methodological literature, parcel-

ling can achieve excellent fit even whenling can achieve excellent fit even when

items are placed on the wrong factor: it isitems are placed on the wrong factor: it is

thus an inappropriate analytical approachthus an inappropriate analytical approach

for understanding the structure of thefor understanding the structure of the

PCL–R. Nonsensical models of PCL–R psy-PCL–R. Nonsensical models of PCL–R psy-

chopathy can masquerade as ‘excellent fits’chopathy can masquerade as ‘excellent fits’

when items are parcelled. Third, the ana-when items are parcelled. Third, the ana-

lyses provide no evidence that models thatlyses provide no evidence that models that

add a criminal behaviour factor to theadd a criminal behaviour factor to the

three-factor model achieve satisfactory fit.three-factor model achieve satisfactory fit.

Appropriate methodsAppropriate methods
for modelling PCL^R scoresfor modelling PCL^R scores

On grounds of empirical results, and on theOn grounds of empirical results, and on the

grounds of theory, we argue that a compre-grounds of theory, we argue that a compre-

hensive evaluation of the measurementhensive evaluation of the measurement

model underpinning the PCL–R requiresmodel underpinning the PCL–R requires

the specification of three broad factors thatthe specification of three broad factors that

are underpinned by more specific testlets.are underpinned by more specific testlets.

On empirical grounds, this three-facet hier-On empirical grounds, this three-facet hier-

archical model with testlets achieves a closearchical model with testlets achieves a close

fit. Although the model is not under-identi-fit. Although the model is not under-identi-

fied, as there are more observations thanfied, as there are more observations than

free model parameters (Kline, 1998), thefree model parameters (Kline, 1998), the

model is not ideal because there are notmodel is not ideal because there are not

enough indicators per testlet. The modelenough indicators per testlet. The model

is, however, the best that can be achievedis, however, the best that can be achieved

within the psychometric limitations posedwithin the psychometric limitations posed

by the PCL–R (e.g. limited item coverage,by the PCL–R (e.g. limited item coverage,

local dependency). Even when the modellocal dependency). Even when the model

is degraded by removing the testlet level,is degraded by removing the testlet level,

the fit achieved is fair. On theoreticalthe fit achieved is fair. On theoretical

grounds, the three-facet hierarchical modelgrounds, the three-facet hierarchical model

with testlets describes the broad interperso-with testlets describes the broad interperso-

nal, affective and behavioural features thatnal, affective and behavioural features that

have traditionally been linked to the clinicalhave traditionally been linked to the clinical

construct of psychopathy. In addition, thisconstruct of psychopathy. In addition, this

model describes more specific facets at themodel describes more specific facets at the

testlet level, including, for example, decep-testlet level, including, for example, decep-

tive interpersonal style and behaviouraltive interpersonal style and behavioural

instability.instability.

Is criminal behaviour centralIs criminal behaviour central
to the construct of psychopathy?to the construct of psychopathy?

Proponents of the four-factor model(s) em-Proponents of the four-factor model(s) em-

brace the three Cooke & Michie factorsbrace the three Cooke & Michie factors

within their models. The point at disputewithin their models. The point at dispute

is the role of additional items that essen-is the role of additional items that essen-

tially enumerate antisocial acts. None oftially enumerate antisocial acts. None of

the non-parcelled PCL–R models that addthe non-parcelled PCL–R models that add

these antisocial behaviour items achievesthese antisocial behaviour items achieves

acceptable fit. This indicates that theseacceptable fit. This indicates that these

models do not provide adequate measure-models do not provide adequate measure-

ment models for the PCL–R. This is truement models for the PCL–R. This is true

whether the models involve hierarchicalwhether the models involve hierarchical

factors or (the less demanding) correlatedfactors or (the less demanding) correlated

factors. In our view there is no compellingfactors. In our view there is no compelling

empirical evidence to support the conclu-empirical evidence to support the conclu-

sion that antisocial behaviour is a centralsion that antisocial behaviour is a central

feature of psychopathy.feature of psychopathy.

In addition, there are good conceptualIn addition, there are good conceptual

(logical, theoretical) reasons for considering(logical, theoretical) reasons for considering

antisocial behaviour to be causally down-antisocial behaviour to be causally down-

stream from psychopathic personality dis-stream from psychopathic personality dis-

order (Cookeorder (Cooke et alet al, 2004; Skeem & Cooke,, 2004; Skeem & Cooke,

2007). First, classical clinical descriptions of2007). First, classical clinical descriptions of

psychopathy do not give a central role topsychopathy do not give a central role to

antisocial behaviour (Schneider, 1950;antisocial behaviour (Schneider, 1950;

Karpman, 1961; Arieti, 1963; Cleckley,Karpman, 1961; Arieti, 1963; Cleckley,

1988). As Blackburn (2005) noted ‘criminal1988). As Blackburn (2005) noted ‘criminal

behavior was not intrinsic to Cleckley’sbehavior was not intrinsic to Cleckley’s

concept’ (p. 279). Indeed, Cleckley (1988),concept’ (p. 279). Indeed, Cleckley (1988),

referring to the propensity to be antisocialreferring to the propensity to be antisocial

in general, and seriously criminal in parti-in general, and seriously criminal in parti-

cular, indicated that ‘such tendenciescular, indicated that ‘such tendencies

should be regarded as the exception rathershould be regarded as the exception rather

than as the rule, perhaps, as a pathologicthan as the rule, perhaps, as a pathologic

trait independent, to a considerable degree,trait independent, to a considerable degree,

of the other manifestations which we re-of the other manifestations which we re-

gard as fundamental’ (p. 262). The criticalgard as fundamental’ (p. 262). The critical

feature for Cleckley was not the occurrencefeature for Cleckley was not the occurrence

of criminal behaviour in itself but rather theof criminal behaviour in itself but rather the

occurrence of criminal behaviour for whichoccurrence of criminal behaviour for which

the motivation is obscure. Simple counts ofthe motivation is obscure. Simple counts of

criminal acts cannot address this subtlety.criminal acts cannot address this subtlety.

Second, it is plausible that the charac-Second, it is plausible that the charac-

teristic traits of psychopathy have a func-teristic traits of psychopathy have a func-

tional link with antisocial behaviour.tional link with antisocial behaviour.

Individuals who are grandiose frequentlyIndividuals who are grandiose frequently

have a strong sense of entitlement that per-have a strong sense of entitlement that per-

mits them to steal from, rape and exploitmits them to steal from, rape and exploit

others. Those who lack empathy and anxi-others. Those who lack empathy and anxi-

ety may fail to inhibit violent thoughts andety may fail to inhibit violent thoughts and

urges. Impulsivity increases the likelihoodurges. Impulsivity increases the likelihood

that these individuals will carry outthat these individuals will carry out

criminal acts without considering thecriminal acts without considering the

consequences (Cookeconsequences (Cooke et alet al, 2004; Skeem, 2004; Skeem

& Cooke, 2007).& Cooke, 2007).

Third, specific socially deviant acts areThird, specific socially deviant acts are

qualitatively different from the pervasivequalitatively different from the pervasive

and persistent personality traits that under-and persistent personality traits that under-

pin the three factors within the PCL–Rpin the three factors within the PCL–R

(Blackburn, 1988). As Lilienfeld (1994)(Blackburn, 1988). As Lilienfeld (1994)

noted it is important not to conflate ‘basicnoted it is important not to conflate ‘basic

tendencies’ (traits) and ‘characteristic adap-tendencies’ (traits) and ‘characteristic adap-

tations’ (specific acts).tations’ (specific acts).

Fourth, antisocial behaviour has beenFourth, antisocial behaviour has been

linked to a number of mental disorderslinked to a number of mental disorders

(e.g. psychotic disorders, learning disability,(e.g. psychotic disorders, learning disability,

substance misuse and other personality dis-substance misuse and other personality dis-

orders). It is thus a non-specific indicatororders). It is thus a non-specific indicator

(Blackburn, 1988; Skeem & Mulvey,(Blackburn, 1988; Skeem & Mulvey,

2001). Theories of crime have implicated2001). Theories of crime have implicated

a multitude of factors in relation to antiso-a multitude of factors in relation to antiso-

cial behaviour (Gottfredson & Hirschi,cial behaviour (Gottfredson & Hirschi,

1990).1990).

We would argue that there are thusWe would argue that there are thus

strong theoretical and empirical reasonsstrong theoretical and empirical reasons

for excluding measures of criminal andfor excluding measures of criminal and

antisocial acts from attempts to measureantisocial acts from attempts to measure

the construct of psychopathy; not least be-the construct of psychopathy; not least be-

cause it represents significant constructcause it represents significant construct

drift (Blackburn, 2005).drift (Blackburn, 2005).

The importance of understandingThe importance of understanding
the structure of a measurethe structure of a measure

Some commentators have argued that theSome commentators have argued that the

three-factor model differs very little fromthree-factor model differs very little from

the two-factor model and it is of littlethe two-factor model and it is of little

importance whether two-, three-, or four-importance whether two-, three-, or four-

factor models are used. For example, Jones,factor models are used. For example, Jones,

et alet al (2007) expect the three- and four-(2007) expect the three- and four-

factor models to ‘perform alike’ becausefactor models to ‘perform alike’ because

the ‘models are quite similar’. They opinethe ‘models are quite similar’. They opine
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that the decision to use either model willthat the decision to use either model will

hinge on personal preference or ‘research-hinge on personal preference or ‘research-

ers’ underlying conceptualisation of psy-ers’ underlying conceptualisation of psy-

chopathy’. We disagree. Given that the setchopathy’. We disagree. Given that the set

of symptoms being modelled is the same,of symptoms being modelled is the same,

the content of any derived structure willthe content of any derived structure will

inevitably be similar. This does not meaninevitably be similar. This does not mean

that the underlying structures are the same.that the underlying structures are the same.

Obtaining greater understanding of theObtaining greater understanding of the

structural properties of a disorder can yieldstructural properties of a disorder can yield

many advantages (Watsonmany advantages (Watson et alet al, 1994)., 1994).

First, it can serve as a starting point forFirst, it can serve as a starting point for

the identification of fundamental psycholo-the identification of fundamental psycholo-

gical structures or processes. Structuralgical structures or processes. Structural

research on IQ tests revealed distinct verbalresearch on IQ tests revealed distinct verbal

and spatial factors; subsequent neuropsy-and spatial factors; subsequent neuropsy-

chological research indicated that these fac-chological research indicated that these fac-

tors measured separate neural sub-systemstors measured separate neural sub-systems

(Watson(Watson et alet al, 1994)., 1994).

Second, understanding structure can in-Second, understanding structure can in-

form theories of causation: are the distinctform theories of causation: are the distinct

facets products of some common underly-facets products of some common underly-

ing tendency towards psychopathy or areing tendency towards psychopathy or are

they not true facets but merely a numberthey not true facets but merely a number

of distinct constructs without a commonof distinct constructs without a common

cause?cause?

Third, explication of the structure canThird, explication of the structure can

improve investigations of construct valid-improve investigations of construct valid-

ity. If items are not grouped into unidimen-ity. If items are not grouped into unidimen-

sional constructs, their relation to othersional constructs, their relation to other

variables in the nomological net may notvariables in the nomological net may not

be readily apparent. Associations with cog-be readily apparent. Associations with cog-

nate variables based on a broad measure ofnate variables based on a broad measure of

a construct effectively average the associa-a construct effectively average the associa-

tions underpinned by distinct factors; it istions underpinned by distinct factors; it is

not clear which part of the measure drivesnot clear which part of the measure drives

the association, with the average associa-the association, with the average associa-

tion frequently being weaker than that oftion frequently being weaker than that of

the strongest factor.the strongest factor.

Fourth, an appreciation of structure canFourth, an appreciation of structure can

improve scales; and can provide directionimprove scales; and can provide direction

on where new variables should be addedon where new variables should be added

to improve construct representation orto improve construct representation or

removed to reduce construct-irrelevantremoved to reduce construct-irrelevant

variance (Lilienfeld, 1994; Floyd &variance (Lilienfeld, 1994; Floyd &

Widaman, 1995; LittleWidaman, 1995; Little et alet al, 2002). Con-, 2002). Con-

struct under-representation occurs when astruct under-representation occurs when a

measure fails to capture key aspects of themeasure fails to capture key aspects of the

latent construct: it has been argued else-latent construct: it has been argued else-

where, for example, that the PCL–R failswhere, for example, that the PCL–R fails

to adequately assess problems of self, at-to adequately assess problems of self, at-

tachment and interpersonal style whichtachment and interpersonal style which

are central to the construct of psychopathyare central to the construct of psychopathy

(Cooke(Cooke et alet al, 2006). Construct-irrelevant, 2006). Construct-irrelevant

variance occurs when the measure capturesvariance occurs when the measure captures

aspects of latent constructs other than theaspects of latent constructs other than the

target latent construct. It is our contentiontarget latent construct. It is our contention

(Cooke(Cooke et alet al, 2004; Skeem & Cooke,, 2004; Skeem & Cooke,

2007) that the inclusion of counts of2007) that the inclusion of counts of

criminal and other antisocial behaviour incriminal and other antisocial behaviour in

the PCL–R represents construct-irrelevantthe PCL–R represents construct-irrelevant

variance.variance.

ConclusionConclusion

The validation of a construct is never com-The validation of a construct is never com-

plete. Validation is important for reasons ofplete. Validation is important for reasons of

theory and for reasons of practice. The fieldtheory and for reasons of practice. The field

is in danger of falling into the trap of oper-is in danger of falling into the trap of oper-

ationalism: conflating a fallibleationalism: conflating a fallible measuremeasure ofof

psychopathy (PCL–R) with thepsychopathy (PCL–R) with the constructconstruct

of psychopathy. Psychopathy and criminalof psychopathy. Psychopathy and criminal

behaviour are distinct constructs. If we arebehaviour are distinct constructs. If we are

to understand their relationships and, criti-to understand their relationships and, criti-

cally, whether they have acally, whether they have a functionalfunctional

relationship, it is essential that these con-relationship, it is essential that these con-

structs are measured separately. This is par-structs are measured separately. This is par-

ticularly critical within the context of theticularly critical within the context of the

DSPD project, where individuals are de-DSPD project, where individuals are de-

tained because of the assumption of atained because of the assumption of a

functional link between their personalityfunctional link between their personality

disorder and the risk that they pose. Re-disorder and the risk that they pose. Re-

cently, we have endeavoured to develop acently, we have endeavoured to develop a

more comprehensive model of the constructmore comprehensive model of the construct

of psychopathy. Using clinical informantsof psychopathy. Using clinical informants

and a trait-descriptive adjectival approachand a trait-descriptive adjectival approach

we have identified – after numerous itera-we have identified – after numerous itera-

tions – a list of 33 symptoms that aretions – a list of 33 symptoms that are

grouped rationally into six domains ofgrouped rationally into six domains of

functioning (interpersonal – attachment;functioning (interpersonal – attachment;

behavioural; cognitive; interpersonal –behavioural; cognitive; interpersonal –

dominance; emotional; and self). Thisdominance; emotional; and self). This

model is currently being subjected tomodel is currently being subjected to

empirical evaluation.empirical evaluation.

This study is not without limitations.This study is not without limitations.

First, we were not able to test the variousFirst, we were not able to test the various

models on the data from the PCL–Rmodels on the data from the PCL–R

manual (Hare, 2003). Second, we weremanual (Hare, 2003). Second, we were

unable to demonstrate the chief problemunable to demonstrate the chief problem

inherent in correlated (rather than hier-inherent in correlated (rather than hier-

archical) PCL–R model; that any correlate,archical) PCL–R model; that any correlate,

whether essential to psychopathy or not,whether essential to psychopathy or not,

will fit. In future research, we will deter-will fit. In future research, we will deter-

mine whether adding a non-psychopathicmine whether adding a non-psychopathic

factor (e.g. addiction) to core PCL–R fac-factor (e.g. addiction) to core PCL–R fac-

tors yields adequate fit indices in correlatedtors yields adequate fit indices in correlated

factor models and (appropriately) poor fitfactor models and (appropriately) poor fit

indices in hierarchical models. Third, theindices in hierarchical models. Third, the

results focus only on adult males prisoners;results focus only on adult males prisoners;

the generalisability of the results to otherthe generalisability of the results to other

groups, including female offenders, remainsgroups, including female offenders, remains

unclear (Forouzan & Cooke, 2005).unclear (Forouzan & Cooke, 2005).
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